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Reduced particle and heat transport with quasisymmetry in the Helically
Symmetric Experimenta…
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Measurements of particle and heat transport have been made in the Helically Symmetric Experiment
�F. S. B. Anderson et al., Fusion Technology 27, 273 �1995��. Experimental differences in the
density and temperature profiles are reported between plasmas produced in a quasihelically
symmetric �QHS� magnetic field and a configuration with the symmetry broken. The electron
temperature is higher in the QHS configuration, due to a reduction in electron thermal diffusivity
that is comparable to the neoclassical prediction. The density profile in plasmas with the symmetry
broken is measured to be hollow, while in QHS plasmas the profile is centrally peaked. Calculations
of the radial particle flux using the DEGAS code �D. Heifetz et al., J. Comput. Phys. 46, 309
�1982�� show that the hollow profile observed with the symmetry broken is due to neoclassical
thermodiffusion. Thermodiffusion is reduced in the QHS configuration, resulting in a peaked density
profile. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2709862�

I. INTRODUCTION

Stellarators are attractive candidates as fusion reactors
because the confining fields are produced by currents flowing
in external conductors. Since externally driven plasma cur-
rents are not necessary for confinement, stellarators are in-
herently steady-state, and can also be free of disruptions.
Historically, however, stellarators have had the disadvantage
of high neoclassical transport at low collisionality. This large
transport is due to the asymmetry in the magnetic ripple from
a combination of helical and toroidal curvature. As a result,
trapped particle orbits can deviate greatly from a magnetic
surface. This deviation gives rise to the so-called “1/�” re-
gime at low collisionality in which the neoclassical transport
increases with decreasing collisionality.1 Another problem
stemming from the asymmetry in the magnetic ripple is par-
ticles on direct loss orbits that leave the confinement region
before colliding. Trapped alpha particles on direct loss orbits
in a conventional stellarator fusion reactor may be lost before
they thermalize and redeposit their energy into the plasma,
and could cause significant wall damage.

A survey of theoretical approaches to reducing neoclas-
sical transport in stellarators was presented by Mynick.2 Ex-
perimentally, several approaches have been tested. One
method, referred to as “sigma optimization,” is to shift the
magnetic surfaces toward the inboard side of the device to
decrease the radial drift of trapped particles.3 This method
was shown to be effective in reducing both neoclassical as
well as anomalous transport in the Large Helical Device
�LHD�.4 The drawback of this approach is that it may result
in a reduction of plasma stability due to the formation of a
magnetic hill, although evidence of such an instability has so
far been lacking. Another technique to minimize neoclassical

transport is to rely on the E�B drift due to a large radial
electric field to decrease the drift of trapped particles from a
flux surface. Such an improvement of confinement was ob-
served on the Wendelstein 7-A stellarator, in which the
prompt loss of neutral beam ions led to a large negative
electric field.5 Also, the electron root due to the ambipolarity
constraint yields a large positive electric field that can sig-
nificantly reduce transport.6 This enhanced confinement re-
gime has been observed on the Compact Helical System,7

Wendelstein 7-AS,8 TJ-II,9 and LHD.10 The disadvantage of
relying on the radial electric field to optimize neoclassical
transport in a stellarator is that it has minimal effect on
highly energetic alpha particles.

A third method that is now being actively explored is
that of quasisymmetry.11 A quasisymmetric stellarator is one
in which the magnitude of the magnetic field is approxi-
mately a constant for a given direction. The Helically Sym-
metric Experiment �HSX�12 is the first operational stellarator
based on this concept, with symmetry in the helical direction.
This symmetry was achieved by greatly reducing the toroidal
component,13 while maintaining the other symmetry-
breaking components of the magnetic-field spectrum at a low
level. Other quasisymmetric configurations being con-
structed or designed are quasiaxisymmetric �such as the Na-
tional Compact Stellarator Experiment14� and quasipoloi-
dally symmetric �QPS15� devices. A fourth method of
transport reduction relies on drift optimization without main-
taining a direction of quasisymmetry, often referred to as
quasi-isodynamic. The Wendelstein 7-X16 experiment, also
under construction, falls into this category.

Previously it had been demonstrated in HSX that the
neoclassical parallel viscous damping of plasma flow can be
reduced in a quasihelically symmetric stellarator.17 In this
paper, we present the first data to show that the improved
neoclassical properties of the quasisymmetric configuration

a�
Paper ZI1 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 51, 336 �2006�.

b�Invited speaker.
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can result in significantly reduced particle and heat transport.
We demonstrate this improvement in low collisionality con-
finement by comparing electron density and temperature pro-
files of plasmas in the quasihelically symmetric magnetic
field to those in a configuration in which the symmetry is
intentionally broken.

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section II de-
scribes the magnetic configurations in which the experiments
are performed. Section III describes the methods used to cal-
culate neoclassical transport in the two configurations. In
Sec. IV, the measurements of particle transport are presented.
Section V presents measurements of electron heat transport.
Conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. MAGNETIC GEOMETRY

HSX is a medium size stellarator with four field periods,
a major radius of 1.2 m, and an average minor radius of
12 cm. All plasma discharges presented in this paper are pro-
duced and heated with up to 100 kW of second-harmonic
X-mode electron cyclotron resonance heating �ECRH� at
28 GHz, with a magnetic field of 0.5 T. This heating method
gives a maximum electron density of 5�1012 cm−3.

The main magnetic field of HSX is quasihelically sym-
metric �QHS�, and is generated by a set of 48 nonplanar,
modular coils. The field can be described by the Fourier
decomposition of �B� on a magnetic surface,

B = B0�
n,m

�n,m cos�n� − m�� , �1�

where � is the toroidal and � the poloidal angle in the
Boozer coordinate system.18 In a quasisymmetric device, the
magnetic spectrum is dominated by a single component �or
terms with the same helicity�. The magnetic spectrum for the
QHS configuration of HSX is shown in Fig. 1�a�. The spec-
trum is dominated by a single term with toroidal mode num-

ber n=4 and poloidal mode number m=1, illustrating the
quasihelical symmetry.

The quasisymmetry of the HSX magnetic field can be
broken using a set of auxiliary coils. Each of the modular
coils has an adjacent planar coil, which can be energized in
such a way that it either adds to or subtracts from the toroidal
field generated by the modular coils. When the auxiliary
coils are energized, creating what is called the Mirror con-
figuration, two mirror terms are added to the magnetic spec-
trum. The mode numbers of these components are �n=4,m
=0� and �n=8,m=0�, as illustrated in Fig. 1�b�.

An important feature of the Mirror configuration is that
neoclassical transport can be raised back toward the level of
a conventional stellarator, while other magnetic properties
are similar to the QHS configuration. The effective ripple �eff

quantifies the level of low-collisionality neoclassical trans-
port due to symmetry breaking terms in the magnetic spec-
trum; in the 1/� regime, transport is proportional to �eff

3/2.19

Figure 2 shows the effective ripple for the QHS and Mirror
configurations that was calculated using a field-line follow-
ing procedure.20 It can be seen from the figure that �eff

3/2 in-
creases by almost two orders of magnitude between the two
configurations toward the plasma core. As a figure of merit,
the effective ripple itself �eff at r /a=2/3 is often used to
quantify the degree of symmetry breaking in a stellarator. At
this location, the effective ripple is 0.005 for the QHS and
0.040 for the Mirror. While the effective ripple varies greatly
between the two configurations, the rotational transform and
the well depth hardly vary at all, as seen in Fig. 3. The
plasma volume in the two configurations, defined as the vol-
ume enclosed by the last closed flux surface, is also similar:
0.355 m3 in Mirror and 0.384 m3 in QHS.

The Mirror configuration being studied here is different
from that which has been studied in the past in HSX.17,21,22

The various nonsymmetric configurations are produced using
different distributions of current in the 12 auxiliary coils per
field period. This is summarized in Table I, which shows the
direction of the current in each of the 12 auxiliary coils in

FIG. 1. Magnetic spectrum for the �a� QHS and �b� Mirror configurations.

FIG. 2. Profiles of the effective ripple in the QHS �solid line� and Mirror
�dashed line� configurations.
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one field period �plus signs indicate that the current in the
auxiliary coil is in the same direction as the main coils, mi-
nus signs indicate that it is in the opposite direction�. In this
table, “Mirror” refers to the nonsymmetric configuration that
is studied in this paper. Results from the “Old Mirror 1”
configuration are discussed in Refs. 17 and 21, and data from
the “Old Mirror 2” configuration are shown in Ref. 22. For
reference, the ECRH is launched at the beginning of a field
period, i.e., just before coil number 1 in the table. An impor-
tant feature of this particular Mirror configuration is that at
the location where the ECRH power is injected into the torus
and also where the Thomson scattering measurements are
performed, the magnetic axis in Mirror is calculated to be
within 1 mm of its location in QHS. In the past, the auxiliary
coils were configured differently to break the quasisymmetry.
In the old nonsymmetric configurations, the axis shifted 1–2
cm compared to QHS, which either changed the power depo-
sition profile or made it impossible to make core measure-
ments with the Thomson scattering system.22 These prob-
lems have been alleviated due to the small axis shift in the
new Mirror configuration, so that on-axis heating and on-axis
Thomson scattering measurements can be performed
simultaneously.

The small axis shift has been confirmed by measure-
ments using an electron beam probe. The probe consists of
an emission filament, which directs a beam of electrons
along a magnetic field line, and a collection plate on the
other side of the probe head. When the probe head is located
on the magnetic axis, electrons travel around the torus and
strike the collector plate after one transit of the machine. The
magnetic axis is located with this probe by positioning it so
that the fraction of emitted current that is collected at the
back of the probe head is maximized. The collector is placed
behind a shield with a 1 mm hole, determining the precision
to which the axis can be located. In Fig. 4, contours of the
collected fraction are shown for the two configurations. It
can be seen that the location of maximum collected current
in the Mirror configuration is within �1 mm of the QHS
case, verifying the small axis shift.

III. NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS

The neoclassical transport properties of HSX have been
assessed using the drift kinetic equation solver �DKES�.23,24

DKES calculates the monoenergetic diffusion coefficient for
a given magnetic configuration as a function of collisionality
and radial electric field. Results of these calculations are
shown in Fig. 5 for both the QHS and Mirror configurations,

FIG. 3. Profiles of �a� rotational transform and �b� magnetic well depth for
the QHS �solid line� and Mirror �dashed lines� configurations.

TABLE I. Distribution of auxiliary coil currents for one field period in the
nonsymmetric configurations. Plus signs �+� indicate that the current in the
auxiliary coil is in the same direction as the main coils, minus signs �−�
indicate that it is in the opposite direction.

Coil Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Mirror − + + + − − − − + + + −

Old Mirror 1 + + + − − − − − − + + +

Old Mirror 2 + + + + + + − − − − − −

FIG. 4. Contours of the fraction of the electron current collected on the back
of the head of the axis-finding probe for the �a� QHS and �b� Mirror
configurations.
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at a normalized plasma radius of r /a=0.5. The normaliza-
tions used in this graph are the same as those used in Ref. 25.
For a given collisionality, the transport coefficient is reduced
by the radial electric field. In the figure, the different
branches for each configuration are the results of calculations
using different electric fields.

The diffusion coefficients from DKES are fit to an ana-
lytic form, which includes the 1/�, �1/2, and � collisionality
dependences in the long mean free path regime.26 The form
of this fit for the low collisionality transport is

1

D
=

1

D1/�
+

1

D��

+
1

D�

, �2a�

D1/� = C1vd
2 �2�ef f�3/2

�
, �2b�

D�� = C2vd
2

��

��E�3/2 , �2c�

D� = C3	 vd

�E

2

� , �2d�

where vd is the particle drift velocity, given by vd=K /B0R0,
with K the particle kinetic energy, q the particle charge, B0

the magnetic field strength, and R0 the plasma major radius.
�E in Eq. �2� is Er /rB0, where r is the minor radius and Er

the radial electric field, and C1, C2, and C3 are fit parameters.
This method of fitting the analytic expressions to the calcu-
lated DKES coefficients allows for the fast interpolation of
the DKES results. The results of this procedure are shown in
Fig. 5, where the dashed lines are the fit to the DKES
calculations.

The neoclassical particle and heat fluxes are given by

�s = − ns�D11
s 	�ns

ns
−

qsEr

Ts

 + D12

s �Ts

Ts
� , �3a�

Qs = − nsTs�D21
s 	�ns

ns
−

qsEr

Ts

 + D22

s �Ts

Ts
� , �3b�

where the subscript s denotes particle species. The coeffi-
cients D11, D12, D21, and D22 are formed by integrating the
monoenergetic diffusion coefficient over a Maxwellian with
different energy weightings.23

The electric field is calculated from the ambipolarity
condition of the neoclassical particle fluxes

�e = �
i

Zi�i. �4�

Since HSX plasmas use hydrogen as the working gas, a
single ion species with Z=1 is considered. Both the fluxes
and the diffusion coefficients are functions of the radial elec-
tric field, making Eq. �4� a nonlinear function of Er. Typi-
cally up to three solutions to the ambipolarity constraint may
exist: the ion root, with a small negative or positive electric
field, the electron root, which has a large positive field, and
an unstable third root.6 In HSX plasmas, the electron tem-
perature is much larger than the ion temperature �Te is typi-
cally 0.5–1.0 keV, whereas Ti is 20–30 eV �Ref. 17��. Be-
cause of this, in the Mirror configuration the electron flux at
zero electric field is larger than the ion flux, and only the
electron root exists as a solution of Eq. �4�. The resulting
large electric field greatly reduces the transport in the Mirror
configuration compared to the particle and heat flux that
would result if the electric field were in the ion root.

IV. PARTICLE TRANSPORT

The particle source rate density has been calculated for
HSX plasmas using the DEGAS code,27 which uses a Monte-
Carlo technique to calculate the distribution of neutrals in the
plasma. The full three-dimensional geometry of HSX is input
to the DEGAS code, along with the profiles of electron den-
sity and temperature, which are measured with a ten-channel
Thomson scattering system.28 The gas valve used to fuel
HSX plasmas is included in the modeling as a localized gas
source at the vessel wall. The locations where field lines
outside of the last closed magnetic surface strike the wall
have been calculated for the different magnetic configura-

FIG. 5. The normalized monoenergetic diffusion coefficients �D*

=D / �vt�Bvt /��2K3/2 /2�, where K is the particle energy� for �a� Mirror and
�b� QHS, shown as a function of collision frequency normalized to the
particle speed v. DKES calculations are shown as points, and fits based on
Eq. �2� in the text are shown as lines. The different lines for each configu-
ration represent calculations for different values for the radial electric field.
The normalized electric fields �E*=Er /v� for the Mirror calculations are
labeled; the QHS calculations use the same values.
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tions. The effect of particles recycling from the vessel wall
has been modeled in DEGAS by means of a separate gas
source localized to these strike points. Separate DEGAS runs
are performed for the fueling due to the gas valve and that
due to recycling.

The DEGAS calculations have been coupled to measure-
ments using a suite of absolutely calibrated H	 detectors.29

The H	 detectors are distributed in a toroidal array, which is
distributed around the machine, and a poloidal array that
covers the plasma cross section. The DEGAS calculations
using the modeled recycling gas source are first calibrated by
numerically integrating the H	 emission at a detector that is
two field periods away from the gas valve. The DEGAS
results are then scaled so that the simulated H	 brightness
matches the measured value, giving the fueling due to recy-
cling from the vessel wall. A similar technique is used to
calibrate the DEGAS results for the portion of fueling due to
puffing from the gas valve, using the measured and calcu-
lated brightness from a single H	 detector located near the
gas puff. The resulting profiles of H	 brightness from
DEGAS using this single-point normalization show good
agreement with the measured profiles for both the toroidal
and poloidal arrays, as shown in Fig. 6. The error bars in this
figure indicate the relative uncertainty between the detectors
in the measurements of H	 brightness. An additional uncer-
tainty due to wall reflections arises in the factor used to scale
the DEGAS results to match experiment. This method of
scaling the DEGAS results using absolutely calibrated H	

measurements gives the particle source rate density in abso-
lute units, which is then integrated to give the average radial
particle flux as a function of minor radius, as is shown in
Fig. 7. In this figure, the error bars include the uncertainty in
the scale factor.

The measured density and temperature profiles for plas-
mas made in the QHS and Mirror configurations are shown

in Fig. 8. These plasmas were heated with 80 kW of injected
ECH power. As can be seen from this figure, the electron
temperature is substantially higher in the QHS configuration
than in Mirror ��1050 versus 750 eV�. In addition, the den-

FIG. 6. H	 brightness across the plasma cross section from measurement
�solid lines� and from calibrated DEGAS calculations �dashed�. Chord num-
ber 5 is used to scale the DEGAS results to experiment.

FIG. 7. Profiles of �a� particle source rate density and �b� radial particle flux
for a QHS plasma, from DEGAS calculations and H	 measurements.

FIG. 8. Profiles of �a� electron temperature and �b� density in QHS and
Mirror plasmas with 80 kW ECRH.
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sity profile in QHS is centrally peaked, compared to a hollow
profile in the core of the Mirror configuration.

Hollow density profiles such as that seen in the Mirror
configuration are routinely observed in conventional stellara-
tors heated with ECRH that is resonant with the field at the
magnetic axis.30 A hollow profile requires an outward con-
vective particle flux in the core to be supported in steady
state. To study what causes this profile shape, the experimen-
tal particle flux, as inferred from the H	 measurements and
neutral modeling, is compared to the neoclassical particle
flux. The experimental and neoclassical fluxes for the Mirror
discharge parameters of Fig. 8 are displayed in Fig. 9�a�. The
uncertainty in the experimental particle flux is represented by
the dotted line; the uncertainty in the neoclassical flux �based
on the error in the measured density, electron temperature,
and ion temperature� is �10%. Inside a normalized radius of
�0.3, the particle flux is in agreement with the neoclassical
value to within the error of the measurement. This corre-
sponds to the region in which the density profile is hollow.
The neoclassical particle flux in the Mirror case is dominated
by that driven by the temperature gradient. Since the density
gradient drives particles inward in this region, the outward
directed flux is entirely driven by thermodiffusion. These re-
sults show that the hollowing out of the density profile ob-
served in the Mirror configuration is caused by neoclassical
thermodiffusion, which can drive particle flux up the density
gradient in the core.

For the case of the QHS plasma, the peaked density

profile can be understood in terms of the reduced neoclassi-
cal transport. Figure 9�b� shows the neoclassical and experi-
mental particle fluxes for the QHS case. As the figure shows,
the neoclassical particle flux �which is dominantly thermod-
iffusive� is much less than the experimental over most of the
plasma minor radius; at a radius of r /a=0.3, the neoclassical
flux is an order of magnitude less than the experimental
value. At this location, the neoclassical diffusion coefficient
D12, which is associated with the thermodiffusive particle
flux �see Eq. �3a��, is reduced a factor of 5 in QHS compared
to Mirror. Thus, neoclassical thermodiffusion is not large
enough to cause a hollow density profile, but has been re-
duced to a level such that anomalous transport dominates the
particle flux. This results in a density profile that is centrally
peaked, in strong contrast to the hollow density profile ob-
served not only in the Mirror configuration, but also typically
seen in conventional stellarators with on-axis ECRH.

V. ELECTRON THERMAL TRANSPORT

The higher electron temperature in the QHS plasma in-
dicates a reduction in electron heat transport, if it is assumed
that the absorbed power is similar in the two configurations.
For a better comparison, however, plasmas have been pro-
duced in the QHS and Mirror configurations with similar
temperature profiles and as close to the same density profile
as possible. This is done in order to make a clear comparison
of the transport in the two configurations to the neoclassical
predictions. For discharges with different electron tempera-
tures, such as those shown in Fig. 8, any dependence of the
anomalous transport on temperature could make such a com-
parison difficult. To overcome this, the power has been var-
ied between the two configurations in order to produce simi-
lar temperature profiles. This requires 2.5 times the injected
power in the Mirror configuration as in QHS. Figure 10
shows the profiles for QHS plasmas with a launched power
of 26 kW, and Mirror plasmas with 67 kW. Note that the
density profiles cannot be matched in exactly the same way,
due to the higher thermodiffusive flux in Mirror.

The total power absorbed by the plasma in these dis-
charges has been measured using the Thomson scattering
system. To do this, many similar discharges were taken,
varying the time at which the Thomson measurement is
made from just before to just after the turn-off of the ECRH
power. At each point in time, the density and temperature
profile is constructed from an average of 5–10 discharges.
The profile is integrated over the volume to obtain the total
kinetic stored energy. The absorbed power is then obtained
from the time dependence of the stored energy according to

Pabs = dW/dt�t = t0
−� − dW/dt�t = t0

+� , �5�

where W is the plasma stored energy, and t0 is the time at
which the ECH power is switched off. For the discharges
being discussed, the plasma is in steady-state before the ECH
turn-off, and so only the rate at which the energy drops when
the power is turned off is used to determine the absorbed
power. An example of this method is shown in Fig. 11, which
shows the kinetic stored energy decay after ECH turn-off,
along with a linear fit to the data that gives dW /dt. The

FIG. 9. Profiles of experimental �solid line� and neoclassical �dashed line�
particle fluxes for the �a� Mirror and �b� QHS discharges of Fig. 8. The
dotted lines represent the range of uncertainty in the experimental particle
flux.
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variance in the slope of the linear fit to the data gives the
error in the measurement of the absorbed power.

The absorbed power is also routinely measured on HSX
using the same method, but with the stored energy measured
with a diamagnetic loop. The reason for using the Thomson
scattering method rather than the diamagnetic loop method is
that the diamagnetic stored energy is often contaminated by

the presence of a high-energy electron tail.31 This population
can dominate the total stored energy and absorbed power,
especially at higher launched power. Since the Thomson
scattering measurements are less sensitive to the high-energy
tail, they are a better measurement of the bulk energy and
absorbed power. Measurements of hard x rays from the su-
prathermal electrons have been made on HSX.32 These mea-
surements, along with data from the diamagnetic loop, indi-
cate that the superthermal electrons are in the energy range
of 15–50 keV. At these energies, the slowing down time of
the tail is �10–50 ms. Based on these slowing down times
and estimated tail parameters, the power transferred from the
tail to the bulk is 150–800 W. Since this is only �5% of the
ECRH power directly absorbed by the bulk, the power cou-
pling between the tail and the bulk is neglected in this paper.

In the low-power QHS discharges, the tail population is
relatively small; the absorbed power thus measured is
10.2 kW �±1.2 kW�, compared to the diamagnetic value of
15 kW. In the high-power Mirror discharge, where the tail
population is larger, the absorbed power from the Thomson
scattering method is 15.0 kW �±1.3 kW�, compared to
38 kW from the diamagnetic loop. The kinetic stored energy
in both configurations is 17 J, giving bulk confinement times
of 1.7 ms for the QHS plasma and 1.1 ms for Mirror. The
confinement times measured using only the diamagnetic loop
are 1.4 ms for QHS and 750 
s for Mirror. Thus, although
the absolute value of the confinement time depends on how
the contribution from suprathermal electrons is treated, the
result that the confinement time in QHS is substantially
longer than in Mirror is robust. Note that the tail represents a
much larger potential power source in the Mirror case than in
QHS, based on the diamagnetic measurements. Hence, the
approach taken in this paper of neglecting tail-bulk coupling
is a conservative measurement of the improvement of con-
finement in the QHS configuration.

The bulk electron heat transport has been analyzed for
the QHS and Mirror plasmas shown in Fig. 10. In this analy-
sis, the total power is taken from the measurements made
with the Thomson scattering system, and ray-tracing calcu-
lations have been performed to obtain the shape of the power
absorption profile.31,33,34 The ray-tracing calculations con-
sider single-pass absorption on the bulk plasma, with density
and temperature profiles taken from the Thomson scattering
measurements. Previous results indicate that taking multiple
passes into account has little effect on the calculated power
absorption.31 Results of these calculations are shown in Fig.
12. As can be seen from this figure, the calculations show
very centrally peaked power deposition, with absorption lo-
calized to within a normalized radius of �0.2. The calcula-
tions also show negligible difference in the shape of the
power deposition profile between the QHS and Mirror cases.
The total absorbed power from the ray-tracing calculations is
similar to that measured using the Thomson scattering sys-
tem: 9 kW in the QHS case and 14 kW in Mirror. The agree-
ment between the measurement and the calculations supports
the assumption that the suprathermal electrons make only a
small contribution to the power absorbed by the bulk. The
power deposition profile used in the transport analysis is a fit
to the ray-tracing calculations, with the same shape used for

FIG. 10. Profiles of �a� electron temperature and �b� density for a QHS
�solid line� plasma with 26 kW of injected power and a Mirror �dashed line�
plasma with 67 kW of power.

FIG. 11. Measured kinetic stored energy vs time for a QHS plasma with
26 kW of heating �t=0 is ECH switch-off�. Line is fit to data that give
absorbed power of 10±1.2 kW.
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both configurations, and the total absorbed power level mea-
sured as described above. The analysis is performed in terms
of the effective electron thermal diffusivity, which is calcu-
lated as

�e = −
qe

ne � Te
. �6�

This analysis neglects the effects of radiation, electron-ion
coupling, and convection, as these terms are all small in the
plasma core. These effects can become important outside a
minor radius of r /a�0.6, where convection especially can
make up a significant part of the electron power balance.
However, these terms change very little between the QHS
and Mirror configurations, so that the effective diffusivity
remains a useful means of comparing transport in this region.

The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 13, where
profiles are shown of the experimental electron thermal dif-
fusivity �e. The error bars, indicated by the shaded regions,
are taken from both the error in the measurement of the

temperature profiles and the error in the kinetic measurement
of the absorbed power. It can be seen from this figure that
heat transport in the core of the QHS plasma is significantly
reduced as compared to the Mirror case. At a radius of r /a
�0.2–0.3, where the temperature gradient is well deter-
mined, the value of �e is just above 2 m2/s in QHS and
�4 m2/s in Mirror. Also shown in Fig. 13 are the neoclas-
sical values of the thermal diffusivity. This is the coefficient
D22 from Eq. �3b�, which is the dominant part of the neo-
classical heat flux. The uncertainty in the neoclassical values,
due to error in the measured density and electron and ion
temperatures, is �10% for both configurations. The magni-
tude of the reduction in the experimental �e in QHS com-
pared to Mirror is comparable to the reduction in the neo-
classical value, which is �2.5 m2/s at r /a=0.3. Toward the
plasma edge, where the neoclassical transport is small, the
two configurations have similar values of �e. In this region,
anomalous transport is dominant, and the error in the mea-
surement is too large to determine whether the quasisymmet-
ric field has an effect on the anomalous transport.

VI. SUMMARY

Profiles of the electron density have been presented for
plasma in the QHS and Mirror configurations. Transport
analysis has been performed to study differences in these
profiles. The particle source rate density has been obtained
using 3D neutral gas modeling coupled to absolutely calcu-
lated H	 measurements. The resulting experimental radial
particle flux is comparable to the neoclassical flux in the
Mirror configuration. Thermodiffusion is the dominant com-
ponent of the Mirror neoclassical particle flux, and causes the
density profile to be hollow in the core. In the QHS configu-
ration, the neoclassical thermodiffusive flux is reduced due
to the quasisymmetric magnetic field, resulting in a centrally
peaked density profile.

Electron temperature measurements have also been pre-
sented, showing that QHS plasmas are hotter than Mirror for
the same input power. Transport analysis has been performed
on discharges where the power levels in the two configura-
tions are adjusted to give similar temperature profiles. This
analysis shows that the QHS configuration has substantially
lower electron heat transport in the plasma core. The magni-
tude of this reduction is comparable to the neoclassical pre-
diction, demonstrating improved electron heat confinement
with quasisymmetry.
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FIG. 12. Power deposition profiles from ray-tracing calculations for QHS
and Mirror.

FIG. 13. Experimental and neoclassical thermal diffusivities for the dis-
charges shown in Fig. 10.
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